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Abstract:
The WeCare project (Utilizing Weather information for Climate efficient and eco
efficient future aviation), an internal project of the German Aerospace Center (Deutsches Zentrum
für Luft- und Raumfahrt, DLR), aimed at finding solutions for reducing the climate impact of aviation
based on an improved understanding of the atmospheric impact from aviation by making use of
measurements and modeling approaches. WeCare made some important contributions to advance the
scientific understanding in the area of atmospheric and air transportation research. We characterize
contrail properties, show that the aircraft type significantly influences these properties, and how
contrail-cirrus interacts with natural cirrus. Aviation NOx emissions lead to ozone formation and we
show that the strength of the ozone enhancement varies, depending on where within a weather pattern
NOx is emitted. These results, in combination with results on the effects of aerosol emissions on low
cloud properties, give a revised view on the total radiative forcing of aviation. The assessment of a fleet
of strut-braced wing aircraft with an open rotor is investigated and reveals the potential to significantly
reduce the climate impact. Intermediate stop operations have the potential to significantly reduce
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fuel consumption. However, we find that, if only optimized for fuel use, they will have an increased
climate impact, since non-CO2 effects compensate the reduced warming from CO2 savings. Avoiding
climate sensitive regions has a large potential in reducing climate impact at relatively low costs.
Taking advantage of a full 3D optimization has a much better eco-efficiency than lateral re-routings,
only. The implementation of such operational measures requires many more considerations. Non-CO2
aviation effects are not considered in international agreements. We showed that climate-optimal
routing could be achieved, if market-based measures were in place, which include these non-CO2
effects. An alternative measure to foster climate-optimal routing is the closing of air spaces, which
are very climate-sensitive. Although less effective than an unconstrained optimization with respect
to climate, it still has a significant potential to reduce the climate impact of aviation. By combining
atmospheric and air transportation research, we assess climate mitigation measures, aiming at
providing information to aviation stakeholders and policy-makers to make aviation more climate
compatible.
Keywords: aviation emission; contrails; nitrogen oxides; aerosols; climate change; climate mitigation;
strut-braced wing; open rotor; intermediate stop operations; climate sensitive regions;
contrail avoidance

1. Introduction
Aviation provides mobility and gives us the possibility to travel long distances in relatively short
time. However, air traffic’s emission of carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, water vapor, particles and
the formation of contrails, also contributes to anthropogenic climate change by approximately 5% in
terms of temperature change [1–3]. Hence, it is necessary to improve the scientific understanding
of the underlying atmospheric processes and to investigate and assess mitigation options, in order
to cope with these climate impacts of aviation. Aircraft emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2 ), nitrogen
oxides (NOx ), sulfur oxides (SOx ), water vapor (H2 O) and aerosols lead to concentration changes
of atmospheric constituents as well as changes in the cloudiness [1–4]. These atmospheric perturbations
change the radiation balance of the atmosphere and cause a radiative forcing (RF) that results
in a temperature change in order to derive a new state of equilibrium of the Earth-atmosphere system.
One of the best known emissions is the greenhouse gas CO2 . A perturbation of the atmospheric
CO2 concentration depends on the CO2 emission strength and the removal rate of atmospheric
CO2 , which can be characterized by multiple lifetimes of about 2 up to several thousand years [4],
with a mean lifetime of roughly a century. The RF estimate for the atmospheric perturbations from
aviation’s CO2 up to 2005 is 28 mW·m−2 [5].
Besides CO2 , also non-CO2 effects have a large impact on the RF, especially from emitted NOx and
contrail induced cloudiness (CiC). NOx emissions from subsonic air traffic released in the upper
troposphere and lower stratosphere enhance ozone (O3 ) production on time scales of weeks to
months. Enhanced NOx also depletes methane (CH4 ) and causes reduced ozone production on
decadal time scales. Hence, the net RF from aviation NOx depends on emission scenarios, background
concentrations, the chemical rate coefficients [6] and thus the location and time of the emission [7].
The average net RF of NOx for the year 2005 is estimated to be 12.6 mW·m−2 [5]. More recent studies
indicate a lower total NOx RF of around 5 W·m−2 [8,9]. However, it also has to be pointed out that
some assumptions are generally made in the RF calculation for total NOx , which might lead to a too
low estimate. These are the steady-state assumption of the methane response [10] and the attribution
of chemical (negative) feedbacks soley to aviation, which has been questioned in the past [11].
If the humidity in the exhaust plume exceeds liquid saturation, line-shaped contrails form.
Ice particles in the contrails form by freezing of liquid droplets, which condensate on soot particles and
other aerosol, which are either emitted or mixed from the environment into the exhaust plume.
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Contrails form only under specific atmospheric conditions and often sublimate within minutes,
but may persist for several hours in air masses that are supersaturated with respect to ice [12,13].
Persistent contrails can spread over large areas, eventually lose their initial linear shape, mix with
other cirrus and form contrail cirrus, which look like natural cirrus, but would not exist without prior
formation of contrails. The climate impact of CiC depends on their lifetime, time of day, coverage,
optical thickness, temperature, albedo of the atmosphere and ground underneath and other ambient
conditions [4]. Contrail cirrus clouds may also change the water budget of the surrounding atmosphere
and potentially modify the optical properties of natural clouds [14,15]. The global average climate
impact from CiC is determined to be 50 mW·m−2 for the year 2010 [16]. CiC is expected to warm
globally, but may cool regionally during daytime over dark surfaces, such as oceans.
Further impacts arise from emitted H2 O and aerosols, such as soot particles and sulfate
droplets [17]. The estimated impact resulting from H2 O emitted at typical subsonic flight levels
is comparatively small (0.9 mW·m−2 ) due to its small influence on the atmospheric background
concentration of H2 O [18]. Whereas sulfate aerosols are estimated to have a cooling impact
(−4.8 mW·m−2 , [5]) through scattering and reflecting shortwave radiation, soot particles are accounted
to have a direct warming effect (3.4 mW·m−2 ) by absorbing and re-emitting thermal radiation [5].
Additionally, aerosols influence ice formation processes in the upper troposphere [19–21], which leads
to perturbations of natural cirrus clouds and may therefore affect the climate. There is however no
consensus in the literature on the magnitude of this effect and large uncertainties exist even concerning
the sign of the resulting RF [22].
Commercial aviation has experienced a steady growth of travel rates over the last decades and
is expected to grow approximately 4% to 5% per year in terms of passenger kilometers in the next
20 years [23]. Therefore, it is particularly necessary to reduce the climate impact per flight. This can
be achieved by different mitigation options that can be divided in three different groups: technical
options, operational options, and combinations of both. Technical options are, e.g., using more
efficient jet engines or engines with lower NOx emissions. Emissions and climate impact can also be
reduced by reducing aircraft weight or friction, by using new materials, different aircraft design or
different fuels (e.g., biofuels). Beside technical options that often need a long time for introduction,
there are operational mitigation options like avoiding regions in which persistent contrails will form.
For operational mitigation, two different approaches can be applied: Weather dependent and climate
dependent operation changes. Daytime and weather-dependent aviation climate mitigation options
are presented in e.g., [24–26]. A different approach is to generally change operations independent
of the actual weather situation as it is done, e.g., by [27], who analyzed the climate impact and
cash operating costs for different flight altitudes and Mach numbers for more than 1000 routes and
suggested a generally lower flight altitude and lower flight speed. This operational mitigation option
can be combined with a redesign of the aircraft, as the original aircraft would be operated in off-design
conditions. This redesign further increases the climate impact mitigation potential and contributes to
increased eco-efficiency.
The German Aerospace Center (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt, DLR) has launched
the four year project WeCare in 2013, which is addressing both the better understanding of aviation
influenced atmospheric processes, presented in Section 3 and the assessment of different mitigation
options, presented in Section 4. The majority of methods and results presented here, are described in
greater detail elsewhere. Here, we concentrate on an overview on the project by linking the different
disciplines and referring to other publications for more details.
The assessment of different mitigation options requires enhancing our capabilities to investigate
the underlying processes (Section 2), referring to enhancing measurement capabilities (Section 2.1) and
modeling capabilities with respect to atmospheric processes (Section 2.2) and the air transportation
system (Section 2.3) (see also Figure 1).
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Methods:
‐ Air Traffic System (2.3.1)
‐ Trajectory optimization (2.3.2)

Figure 1. Overview on the activities in the WeCare project with reference to the individual sections.
For each part the link to individual sections is given, with methods on the right and results on the left.

In Section 2 we first introduce measurement techniques and then modelling enhancements.
The atmospheric measurement campaigns are described in Section 2.1.1 and new methods to analyze
satellite data are described in Section 2.1.2. On the one hand, the obtained data will improve
the understanding of atmospheric processes, e.g., aerosol-cloud interaction, on the other hand,
they will help to validate atmospheric models. Here a hindcasting system (Section 2.2.1) has been
established to facilitate the simulation of the atmospheric composition of past periods and to directly
compare measurement and modeling results. One major area of uncertainty is the effect of aerosols
on clouds, especially cirrus, which is described in Section 2.2.2. The investigation and especially
the optimization of mitigation options, such as finding an aircraft trajectory with lower climate impact
or an aircraft design with a lower climate impact, requires a further step, the generation of specific
climate impact data. They describe the climate change per unit emission from aviation and we call
them climate change functions (CCFs, Section 2.2.3, [26]). These CCFs are then used in air traffic
simulations to estimate the climate impact from aviation and to optimize individual aspects of the air
transportation system with respect to climate. Here we developed a 4-layer model to describe the air
transportation system and to estimate future developments based on general scenario assumptions
(Section 2.3.1). An important part of the description of the air traffic system is the aircraft trajectory
and its optimization. Here, we developed three different optimization techniques, which are applied
in different environments and tackle different aspects, such as the analysis of route changes, the impact
on air traffic controller’s workload and the verification of the impact on the environment: Optimal
control techniques, graph based optimization methods, and a genetic algorithm (Section 2.3.2).
In Section 3, we present results showing the impact of aviation on the atmospheric composition
and on climate and further give examples of how these effects can be reduced in Section 4. We discuss
results on measured and simulated contrails (Section 3.1), chemical compounds (Section 3.2),
and aerosols (Section 3.3). For the assessment of mitigation options it is important to put all these
effects on the same scale, which is done by climate metrics. Here, we present a way to appropriately
choose such a climate metric (Section 3.4). In order to assess climate mitigation options, we established
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the concept of CCFs, which combine information on the atmospheric response to emissions of CO2 ,
NOx , H2 O, and the formation of contrails. We discriminate between strategic and tactical mitigation
options. Strategic mitigation options concentrate on future principle changes of air traffic system
such as the introduction of a new generation of aircraft (Section 4.1) or intermediate stop operations
(Section 4.2). Tactical mitigation options are focusing on day-by-day changes in operations, such as
avoiding climate sensitive regions (Section 4.3). Hence this discrimination focusses on the time when
a decision is taken, whereas the discrimination between technical and operational measures, focuses on
how the effects are mitigated. Both, tactical and strategic measures require CCFs, however, for the first
climatological CCFs are applied, whereas for the latter, CCFs for the specific day, taking the meteorology
of that day into account, are needed (weather-dependent CCF). Implementation measures are necessary
to facilitate these mitigation options, since they often reduce aviation’s climate impact by reducing
the non-CO2 effects at the expense of additional fuel, costs and CO2 emissions. Here we test two
approaches, the closing of climate sensitive areas and the introduction of market-based-measures
(Section 4.4). Finally we compare different mitigation measures (Section 4.5) and generally discuss our
project layout with other projects (Section 5), before we summarize our main findings (Section 6).
2. Enhancing Capabilities: From Measurements to Modeling
Understanding the impact of aviation upon the atmosphere is the basis for assessing climate
impact mitigation options. Both are complex research questions, which require a concurrent
development. Here, we present progress on key aspects of aviation impacts which were achieved
within the WeCare project. These achievements are based on in-situ and remote atmospheric
measurements (Section 2.1) and multi-scale atmospheric modeling (Section 2.2), as well as
enhancements in the modeling of the air transportation system and the integration of climate
aspects (Section 2.3).
2.1. Atmospheric Measurements
2.1.1. Aircraft Experiment ML-CIRRUS
Observations of the perturbation of atmospheric components by aviation provide a data base
to more accurately assess the environmental impact from aviation. To this end, the Mid-Latitude
Cirrus Experiment (ML-CIRRUS) [28] with the High Altitude and Long Range Research Aircraft
(HALO, Figure 2, left) was designed within WeCare to quantify atmospheric perturbations by aircraft
NOx emissions and to achieve new insights into nucleation, life-cycle, and climate impact of contrail
cirrus [29]. The observed variables include particle size distribution, shape, polarization, temperature
and water vapour profile, chemical composition of aerosol/cloud residuals, black carbon, water
vapour (total and gas-phase), NO, NO2 , NOy , O3 , SO2 , HCHO, BrO, OClO (for more information we
refer to [28]). Direct observations of aged contrail cirrus are rare, thus one scope of the ML-CIRRUS
experiment focused on in-situ probing microphysical and radiative properties of contrail cirrus
and the intercomparison to model predictions and contrail observations from space. In addition,
observations of chemical species such as NOx and ozone were compared to results from a global to
regional model. The instrumentation of HALO consisted of a suite of novel cloud instruments [28],
a water vapor/cloud lidar [30] and an advanced aerosol, trace gas and radiation instrumentation.
The aircraft observations were extended with observations from the Spinning Enhanced Visible and
Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) on Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellite [31,32] and by numerical
simulations with the Contrail and Cirrus Prediction Model (CoCiP) [15,33]. The campaign location in
central Europe (Munich, Germany, Figure 2) was chosen, because it guarantees fast access to regions
with high air traffic density. In spring a high abundance of both, contrails and natural cirrus is expected.
Thus in March and April 2014, the HALO research aircraft performed 16 flights in contrail cirrus
and mid-latitude cirrus with a total of 88 flight hours. The aircraft and the flight tracks are shown in
Figure 2. Cirrus clouds were probed for more than 40 h, either with the in-situ and the remote sensing
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instrumentation. A comprehensive data set on natural cirrus and aircraft induced cloudiness was
achieved within ML-CIRRUS.
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Figure 2. The High Altitude and Long Range Research Aircraft HALO (Left) and its flight paths (Right)
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2.1.2. Satellite Climatologies
Aging contrails are difficult to detect automatically on satellite images. The main reason is that
their characteristic linear shape is lost with time, e.g., due to wind shear. However, the temporal
information contained in the satellite pictures helps the observer to identify the development
of an aging contrail. The automatic contrail tracking algorithm (ACTA) was developed based on
this feature [35]. It starts with the known position of a linear contrail, be it by means of a contrail
detection algorithm (e.g., [36]), or by means of manual selection of the contrail pixels. ACTA looks for
the same contrail (a contrail with similar orientation) in the next satellite image. An edge recognition
algorithm runs through the image to identify the new shape of the contrail. Based on this new
information, the subsequent satellite image is processed. The ACTA algorithm can both work forward
and backwards in time. This enables the analysis of the whole contrail life cycle: from any positive
identification of a contrail, ACTA tracks it back to its first appearance on the satellite images and
forward in time until it dissolves (Figure 3). In this case, the algorithm takes advantage of the 5 min
resolution of the MSG rapid scans. This is a considerable improvement from previous contrail detection
algorithms, because it allows to automatically identify a large number of cloudy pixels as anthropogenic
induced cloudiness. Previously, only cloudy pixels belonging to distinct linear-shaped contrails were
taken into account.
The distribution of all the contrails that are tracked using ACTA and the investigated area is
shown in Figure 4. Using the ACTA algorithm a database containing a year’s worth of contrails and
aging contrails was created. This database characterizes over 2000 contrails in different stages of their
development, which constitutes a total of over 25,000 single contrail events. Hence this data base
comprises also a good basis for a model intercomparison. Note that detection limits have to be taken
into account for any model validation [37].
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Figure 3. Satellite images of the bay of biscay for the 5 April 2009 for 11:00 Universal Time Coordinated
(UTC) (Top), 11:35 UTC (Mid), and 17:25 UTC (Bottom). Exemplarily, one contrail, which is tracked
over time by the automatic contrail tracking algorithm (ACTA) is marked yellow. The black framed
area is enlarged to the right. The coast-line is indicated in blue.

M. Vázquez-Navarro et al.: Contrail properties

Figure 4. Contrails detected by ACTA over a one year period from August 2008 to July 2009. Figure
Figure 4. overage of the 2375 tracked contrails. The darker shades
taken from [32].

of blue indicate a larger number of contrails.

the satellite image, an assumption must be made using a selection of the neighbouring pixels. In the past, similar approaches have been carried out (Palikonda et al., 2005), but
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2.2. Atmospheric Modeling
In WeCare, enhancing the atmospheric modeling capabilities has three different aspects. First,
modeling of the past atmospheric composition helps to interpret measurement data. The synergy
between measurement and modeling provides a broader perspective on the data obtained and, in turn,
it allows to use the data for model validation (Section 2.2.1). Second, it enables the investigation
of coupled processes. These are not yet quantified and are, if at all, difficult to measure, such as
the impact of aviation aerosols on clouds, especially ice clouds (Section 2.2.2). Third, atmospheric
modeling is used to provide CCFs (Section 2.2.3), i.e., the relation of a local emission with its
expected impact on climate. These functions are needed in air traffic system modeling to assess
mitigation options.
2.2.1. Hindcasting
For an efficient use and exploitation of aircraft measurements in order to improve our
understanding of aviation related atmospheric processes, comprehensive modeling of atmospheric
chemistry and physics (dynamics) is performed. For this purpose, the atmospheric model MECO(n)
is used, which enhances global modeling with the Earth-System Model EMAC (ECHAM/MESSy
Atmospheric Chemistry, [38], please refer to the list of abbreviations for the models acronyms) by
regional nesting. MECO(n) uses a modular infrastructure and combines the ECHAM global model
with n-times nested COSMO models. It includes comprehensive chemistry, additional diagnostics
and coupling between model domains (for more details see [39–41]). For the analysis of aircraft
observations, a hindcast of the ML-CIRRUS campaign period is performed, by nudging model
meteorology to ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) reanalysis data
(=Newtonian relaxation of model data to ECMWF data). Beside a detailed investigation of relevant
atmospheric processes, additional simulations are performed to determine the aircraft’s impact on
atmospheric composition. During the ML-CIRRUS measurement campaign in spring 2014, target
regions were Europe and the North Atlantic flight corridor (NAFC), where air traffic density is
high (see Section 2.1.1). The hindcast is performed using a global EMAC instance with a horizontal
resolution of approximately 300 km and 90 vertical levels (T42L90MA), which includes a regional nest
of approximately 25 km horizontal resolution and 61 vertical levels (0.44◦ , L61) over the European
region in COSMO. In the model study we focus on the analysis of reactive chemical species, in
particular NOy (sum of all reactive nitrogen species) and ozone, while using the same chemical
schemes and diagnostics in both model instances.
Nudged atmospheric simulations require comprehensive preparation of input data including
the provision of regular ECMWF reanalysis data and postprocessing procedures. This pre- and
postprocessing of data is integrated in a software environment in order to move towards a more
standardized and semi-automated input data generation. Here, the distributed integration framework
RCE (Remote Component Environment) provides the capabilities to integrate simulation tools and
scripts into automated data driven process chains. It allows easily coupling and executing those chain
links in a graphical user interface.
2.2.2. Aerosol-Cloud Interactions
Several studies highlight the importance of aircraft-induced aerosols and their potential impact on
ice formation processes in the upper troposphere (e.g., [19–21]). Such processes lead to the perturbation
of natural cirrus clouds and may therefore affect the climate. There is however no consensus
in the literature on the magnitude of this effect and large uncertainties exist even concerning the sign
of the resulting RF [22].
This motivated a further extension of the aerosol model MADE (Modal Aerosol Dynamics for
Europe, adapted for global applications [42]) to account for the interactions of aerosol with the ice
phase in mid-level and high clouds. A new version of MADE, developed in the context of another
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project (MADE3, [43]), has been adopted, which allows for a better representation of aerosol mixing
states in different size classes. It allows, for instance, to explicitly represent the number and mass
concentrations, the size distribution, and the mixing state of insoluble particles (such as mineral dust
or black carbon). They are known to act as ice nuclei for heterogeneous ice formation processes in
mixed-phase and cirrus clouds [44]. Within WeCare, the new MADE3 submodel has been coupled
to a new microphysical cloud module [45], which explicitly simulates aerosol-induced ice nucleation
taking into account the competition between different heterogeneous ice formation pathways and
the homogenous freezing of supercooled soluble aerosols [20,46].
The coupling of MADE3 with this new cloud scheme is realized in the framework of the global
chemistry climate-model EMAC [47] and is now technically ready for application. Additional work
however is required in this context, to optimize and evaluate the new model system, to include
more constraints from experimental data that describe the ice nucleation process specifically for
aviation, and to perform different sensitivity studies accounting for a plausible range of properties for
aviation-emitted aerosol particles serving as potential ice nuclei. More advanced statistical methods
will also need to be deployed to separate the signature of the aviation effects from the underlying noise
resulting from the high model internal variability typical of these processes (e.g., [19,20]).
2.2.3. Climate Change Functions
Within the EU-project REACT4C, 5D-datasets for eight representative winter and summer days
were developed, which describe the climate impact for a local emission. The first 3 dimensions
represent the location of the emission, the 4th dimension the time of emission and the 5th dimension
the type of emission. As type, we consider CO2 -, NOx -, H2 O-emissions, and a certain flown distance,
latter for calculating contrail formation [26]. These datasets describes the socalled climate change
functions (CCFs). The CCFs are calculated by releasing unit emissions in the model’s atmosphere,
more precisely into air parcels, which are advected by the simulated wind fields and experience
chemical and micro-physical processes. The resulting atmospheric changes lead to inbalances in the
radiation which are then used to estimate the climate impact by using the ATR20 metric (averaged
temperature response over 20 years when this re-routing strategy is applied on a daily basis, for more
details we refer to [26]). Within WeCare several advancements in the CCF modeling approach were
performed. We have chosen, in addition to the 8 REACT4C days, one additional day for calculating
CCFs, which is one of the days of the ML-CIRRUS measurement campaign (Section 2.1.1). We have
enlarged the domain (Figure 5, left) as well as the horizontal and vertical resolution (not shown).
The resolution has been increased especially to consider persistent contrails which occur only in
ice-supersaturated air masses. Hence, instead of using roughly a regular 15◦ by 5◦ longitude-latitude
grid, we chose an irregular grid taking into account only ice-supersaturated areas, in which persistent
contrails can form. We have developed an algorithm, which provides an adaptive grid. First, the
potential contrail coverage (Figure 5, right) is analyzed and connected areas are identified. Second,
for a given resolution, i.e., number of grid points, the mean area represented by one grid point is
calculated (here: 3.24 × 1011 m2 or a square with 566 km side length). Third, in order to determine the
location of the grid points, we divide the size of the connected area by this representative grid point
area, which gives the number of grid points per connected area. These grid points are then distributed
uniformly in this connected area (red crosses in Figure 5, right).
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Figure 5. (Left) Region for which climate change functions (CCF) were calculated in REACT4C
(red) and WeCare (green); (Right) Adaptive grid (red crosses) for the calculation of the contrail CCFs.
The potential contrail coverage is given as a fraction for the 26 March 2014 (blue color).

In addition to the weather dependent CCFs over Europe and USA, we have calculated global
CCFs on a climatological basis for one specific aircraft. For this aircraft we first calculated the specific
cruise emissions for a range of cruise altitudes and then calculated their climate impact by using
the chemistry-climate response model AirClim [48,49]. Hence, the sensitivity of regional emissions on
global mean near surface temperature changes is investigated by releasing specific aircraft emissions
for CO2 , H2 O, NOx , and a given flown distance to consider contrail cirrus, at each flight level into
AirClim’s emission regions. The spatial distribution of the climate impact in terms of ATR100 (Average
Temperature Response over 100 years) is normalized by the emissions at the corresponding flight
level to generate climatological emission based CCFs [50]. Additionally, we have replaced the annual
mean response functions of AirClim by monthly mean response functions to analyze the impact of
the annual cycle. Climatological CCFs for January and July are shown in Figure 6 for aircraft specific
emission indices at flight level 310 (roughly 290 hPa), exemplarily. It clearly shows a large difference in
polar regions due to the annual cycle of the impact of NOx emissions on ozone. Large saturation effects
over the US, Europe, and the North Atlantic Flight Corridor are visible in January. These saturation
effects were previously reported, e.g., an increase in air traffic by roughly a factor in the range of 2 to 4
showed a 10% lower contrail coverage than a linear extrapolation would give [51].
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Figure 6. Climatological CCFs for January (Left) and July (Right) per kg fuel. Here we use for
demonstration purpose the following aircraft specific emission indices (EI): EIH2O = 1.25 kg/kg,
EINOx = 17.8 g/kg, flown distance: 0.15 km/kg.
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The weather dependent CCFs are applied to investigate tactical mitigation measures, taking into
account the actual weather situation, e.g., for eco-efficient flight procedures (Section 4.3). Whereas
climatological CCFs are applied in strategic mitigation measures, e.g., new aircraft configurations
(Section 4.1), principle changes in operations, such as intermediate stop operations (Section 4.2),
or principle considerations on the effectiveness of implementation options (Section 4.4).
2.3. Air Traffic Modeling
The investigation of strategic and tactical mitigation options has different requirements for
the representation of the air traffic system. Tactical mitigation options are more focusing on current
air traffic and the optimization of current aircraft trajectories (Section 2.3.2) taking into account real
weather data and related weather dependent CCFs, whereas strategic measures are applicable in more
remote future. Therefore, they require a scenario forecast of demand, traffic volume, fleet composition
(Section 2.3.1) and rely on climatological approaches of the impact of weather (climatological CCFs,
see above).
2.3.1. Air Traffic System
To assess the climate impact of aviation including non-CO2 effects against the backdrop
of worldwide heterogeneous socio-economic growth, the future evolution of the air transportation
system (ATS) has to be modeled. Within the DLR-project WeCare a modular assessment framework
was developed, which is based on a 4-layer philosophy (Figure 7) for a generic description of the future
passenger air traffic in networks at global scale. The four layers comprise: (1) the origin-destination
passenger demand network; (2) the passenger routes network; (3) the aircraft movements network,
and (4) the trajectories network [52]. The approach is implemented in the model chain called AIRCAST
(air travel forecast) [53]. Due to the global network layer modeling architecture on city pair level,
information on how many passengers will travel between which city-pairs in a given future year,
which routes will be chosen by the passengers as well as how many aircraft and which size of aircraft
will be operated on each flight segment worldwide can be provided in terms of quantitative scenarios.
As a starting point passenger demand networks are directly initialized from exogenous
socio-economic scenarios [54,55]. As inputs the forecast published by Randers (2012) [56] and the five
scenarios of the International Futures Global Modeling System (IFs) [57] are adapted. Passenger
route probabilities are calculated based on historical ADI (Sabre Airport Data Intelligence)-data. The
passenger routes network consists of two sublayers: (2a) the passenger route network and (2b) the
passenger segment network. The subsequent (3) aircraft movements network with aircraft sizes and
frequencies is calculated applying the DLR frequency-capacity-model FoAM (Forecast of Aircraft
Movements) [58] and fleet renewal model FFWD (Fast Forward) [59]. It also consists of two sublayers:
(3a) the aircraft movements network by seat categories and (3b) the aircraft movements network by
aircraft type and aircraft generation.
Modeling the structural evolution of global air passenger flows and aircraft movements over
time is a necessary means to quantify future shifts induced by heterogeneous growth in world
regions and airline as well as passenger behavior [60]. The predicted shifts might affect the climate
impact of non-CO2 emissions substantially in the future. An early and detailed understanding of
such structural changes may be strategically essential in encountering climate change appropriately.
Finally, using these aircraft movements, the amount, locus and time of emissions can be computed
by trajectory simulations under realistic operational conditions with GRIDLAB (Global Air Traffic
Emissions Distribution Laboratory) [61] which in turn is the input to the chemistry-climate response
model AirClim [48,49]; its integration is done by the RCE [62].
Since the climate impact of aviation highly depends on the amount, species, altitude, and latitude
of emissions [63], a future simulation of the ATS requires a suitable geo-spatial model suite of global
air traffic to develop relevant quantitative future scenarios until 2050 [64]. This way potential
mitigation strategies (as described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4) and revolutionary new concepts (as shown
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Figure 7. Generic build-up of the future air transportation system (ATS) in 4 layers [65].

2.3.2. Trajectory Optimization
The idea of realizing routing options with a reduced climate impact requires aircraft trajectory
optimization techniques. In order to be able to investigate different aspects of this problem,
such as the analysis of route changes, the impact on air traffic controller’s workload and the verification
of the impact on the environment, we have developed three different optimization techniques
which are applied in different environments: Optimal control techniques are applied within the
Trajectory Optimization Module, graph based optimization methods are used in TrafficSim, and a
genetic algorithm is applied in AirTraf. The objectives when applying these models are different and
hence also the model set-ups differ. For example, the analysis of current day air traffic is performed
with TrafficSim, which includes routing without trajectory conflicts and air space constraints (e.g.,
military air space), whereas the impact of optimization strategies on the atmospheric response is
performed with EMAC/AirTraf, which focusses on atmospheric modelling with a simplified air traffic
simulation. However, we harmonized the underlying cost model and assumed 0.75 Euro/kg for fuel
and 25 Euro/min for crew costs, based on work within the REACT4C project [26].
The Trajectory Optimization Module (TOM) allows for a continuous four-dimensional
optimization of aircraft trajectories (for more details see [66]). The underlying optimal control problem
has the following general form:
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minimize
Z


J (t, x(t), u(t)) = cΥ · Υ t0 , t f , x(t0 ), x(t f ) + cΨ ·

tf
t0

Ψ (x(t), u(t), t) dt (1)

subject to
ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t), t)

(2)

x(t0 ) ∈ [xmin,0 ; xmax,0 ]

(3)

x(t f ) ∈ [xmin,f ; xmax,f ]

(4)

x(t) ∈ [xmin ; xmax ]

(5)

p(t) ∈ [pmin ; pmax ]

(7)

u(t) ∈ [umin ; umax ]

(6)

Here, x(t) denotes the aircraft’s state variables (position, speed, aircraft mass, and accumulated
emission masses), u(t) denotes the aircraft’s control variables (heading angle, acceleration, and relative
thrust), and p(t) is used to describe flight envelope constraints (pressure level, Mach number,
calibrated air speed, and relative lift coefficient). The objective function J (see Equation (1)) consists
of a penalty function Υ, for example fuel and crew costs), which is evaluated at the initial and
final point of the trajectory as well as the temporal integral over a penalty function Ψ, for example
evaluating the climate impact (see also Section 4.3). Both penalty terms can be traded against
each other with the corresponding scaling factors cΥ and cΨ . The optimal trajectory is obtained
by identifying a control input u(t) which minimizes the objective function J under consideration of
the dynamic constraints (see Equation (2)). The dynamic constraints consist of the aircraft’s equations
of motion assuming a point-mass model with variable aircraft mass and three degrees of freedom
based on Eurocontrol’s Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) 4.0 aircraft performance models [67]. Moreover,
Boeing Fuel Flow Method 2 is applied in order to estimate aircraft’s emissions [68,69]. According
to the problem at hand, further control (e.g., thrust limit), state (e.g., maximum speed) as well
as path limitations (e.g., maximum pressure altitude) can be considered within the optimization
(see Equations (3)–(7)).
Within the software module TrafficSim the optimization strategy follows a network flow model
and uses Dijktra’s algorithm that respects the aircraft performance for different aircraft types based on
BADA 3.9 [70]. For the network flow problem [71,72], the airspace under consideration is discretized
using a network of four-dimensional nodes (latitude, longitude, altitude and time). The airspace under
consideration is aligned along the direct route connection between departure and arrival airport. It is
assumed that an optimal route will be close to the direct connection if fuel consumption, duration
and distance are used as parameters in the objective function. In perpendicular direction to the direct
route, the network forms a diamond shape as shown in Figure 8. The diamond outline reduces
the runtime because the network used by the Dijksra’s algorithm stays small. The airspace under
consideration is limited to the en-route segment of a trajectory and to the region that is covered by
the CCF (see Section 2.2.3). The costs (in a mathematical sense, not necessarily economic) of a directed
edge (it1 , jt2 ) between nodes i to j in the four-dimensional network take into account both the CCF and
the flight performance of the aircraft. Taking into account the aircraft performance data already in the
optimization step ensures that resulting trajectories can be followed by the corresponding aircraft. The
performance of an aircraft is based on the total energy model (BADA 3.9, [70]), also taking into account
wind conditions. Distance, fuel consumption and emissions are required to calculate the climate
costs for an edge. Depending on aircraft’s speed and wind conditions, the duration between i and
j may differ and affects t2 . Starting from an optimization that uses optimal wind routes and avoids
aviation obstacles like volcanic ash cloud regions, the optimization process is improved to calculate
climate-optimal routes.
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Figure 8. Direct route above the North Atlantic in traffic scenario (yellow) and created network as
diamond shape.

AirTraf (for a complete description see [73]) was developed as a verification platform for climate
optimized routing strategies. AirTraf is a new submodel of the EMAC model ([47] see also Section 2.2)
to simulate global air traffic (online) with respect to a selected routing strategy (routing option), such as
optimal for wind, fuel, cost or climate, based on climate impact predictors. This platform is useful to
investigate the potential for mitigating climate impact of the respective routing option.
Global flight plans (any arbitrary number of flights), Eurocontrol’s Base of Aircraft Data
(BADA Revision 3.9, [70]) and International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) engine performance
data [74] comprise the input to AirTraf. Departure times from the flightplan are checked during
the simulation of the Earth-System Model EMAC and aircraft trajectories are calculated taking into
account the information on the aircraft and engine performance data. The genetic algorithm (ARMOGA
version 1.2.0, [75,76]) optimizes flight trajectories with respect to a selected routing option. It takes
into account the local weather conditions for every flight, which are provided by EMAC, and finds
an optimal trajectory including lateral and altitude changes. Fuel use and emissions are calculated
by the total energy model based on the BADA methodology [77] and DLR fuel flow method [78] on
the calculated trajectories. For the flight trajectory and the fuel consumption and emission calculations
described above, EMAC provides local weather conditions along the trajectory. AirTraf outputs
the calculated flight trajectories and three dimensional emission fields of NOx and H2 O, fuel use,
and flight distance. As an example for the output fields, Figure 9 shows the global distribution maps
of the fuel use (in kg(fuel)box−1 s−1 ) for great circle (flight level at 290 hft) and flight time routing
options for a typical winter day. Here, the flightplan consists of 103 trans-Atlantic flights. The results
show that the flights in the time-optimal case are spread over a larger area than in the great circle case.
The total amount of fuel use decreases by −5.4% for the time-optimal case [73]. The difference in fuel
use between the two routing options is clearly revealed and the options are directly assessed. CCFs
(Section 2.2.3), which quantify the impact of the emissions on climate change, can be used as predictors
or estimates of the climate impact to optimize each individual aircraft trajectory with AirTraf. Thus,
the best routing strategy for minimum climate impact will be found.
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Figure 9. Global, vertically integrated, distribution of the fuel use (in kg(fuel)box−1 s−1 ) [79]: 2 h
averages simulated by EMAC/AirTraf from 1 January 1978 00:00:00 to 2 January 1978 00:00:00 UTC.
(Left) great circle case at 290 hft; (Right) time-optimal case. The maps, beginning at the top, correspond
to the results at 12:00:00−14:00:00; 14:00:00−16:00:00; 16:00:00−18:00:00; and 18:00:00−20:00:00 UTC.

A coupling with various submodels of EMAC is straightforward and more complex routing
options will be integrated: NOx , H2 O, fuel use, contrail, CCFs [7,80,81], etc. AirTraf also enables
the feedback of the calculated emissions to atmospheric processes, such as contrail and ozone
formation, which provides then a verification of the climate impact reduction potential of the chosen
routing strategy.
3. Aviation Effects on the Atmosphere
1
In the previous Section, we have discussed major measurement and modeling enhancements,
which were achieved within WeCare. Here, we present new insights in the effects of aviation on
the atmosphere (Section 3), and discuss options to reduce these effects in the subsequent Section 4.
We have advanced both aspects in parallel: the enhancement of our capabilities and the enhancement
of the understanding of atmospheric and aviation related processes. The measurement campaign
ML-CIRRUS (Section 2.1.1) was performed to obtain new insights in contrail and cirrus properties
(Section 3.1), validate chemistry aspects of the EMAC and MECO(n) models (Section 3.2) and derive
new CCFs (Section 2.2.3). The climatological and weather related CCFs (Section 2.2.3) were combined
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with new air traffic system (Section 2.3.1) and trajectory optimization techniques (Section 2.3.2) to
evaluate mitigation options (Sections 4.1–4.5).
3.1. Contrails
In this Section we show results on contrail properties as measured in-situ and from space during
the ML-CIRRUS measurement campaign. These help to understand contrail processes, whereas
satellite based remote sensing enables a more climatological approach. Further, the question arises,
4
whether the individual contrails differ for different aircraft types [82] and different meteorological
46
situations,
which are investigated by Large-Eddy-Simulations (LES). Contrails normally refer to
47
3. Project Results
aircraft
condensation
trails, which are produced by the exhaust of an aircraft. In addition, aerodynamic
48
3.1. Contrail cirrus
contrails
might
form
by expansion of air flowing around the aircrafts’s wings. They might also play
49
a50role,Detection
although
probably
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one. This aspect of contrails is dealt with at the end of this section.
of contrails
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One
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contrail
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51
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cirrus fromofaircraft
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aircraft
and
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Figure
10,
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The
occurrence
of
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was
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52
occurrence of contrail cirrus was predicted by the Contrail and Cirrus Prediction model CoCiP. CoCiP has
(Figure 10, left). CoCiP has been developed to model on a global scale the lifecycle of contrail cirrus
53
developed to model the lifecycle of contrail cirrus from their formation behind individual aircraft until final
from their formation behind individual aircraft until final dissipation [33]. The model computes
54
dissipation on a global scale (Schumann, 2012). The model computes the contrails from all aircraft in the air space and
the contrails from all aircraft in the air space and their development to contrail cirrus. The simulated
55
their development to contrail cirrus. The simulated contrails evolve within the natural relative humidity and cloud
contrails evolve, taking into account relative humidity and cloud coverage from the meteorological
56
fields analyzed from the meteorological data set by the European Center of Medium Range Weather forecast
data set by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
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(grey scales, Right panel) at 10.8 µm at 9 UTC on 26 March 2014 and HALO flight track (blue line).
Contrail cirrus were measured along the flight track of HALO (red line, at the western end of the blue
track, is the aircraft position at the time of the satellite picture) in the northern Atlantic flight corridor.
The calculated cloud occurrence agrees well with the MSG derived cloud occurrence. Contrails are
indicated by short black lines (left).

During the flight on 26 March 2014, contrail cirrus were frequently probed with the in-situ
instrumentation on the HALO aircraft. Simultaneous observations of nitrogen oxides [83,84] and
particle number densities were used to identify contrail cirrus and to separate contrail cirrus and
natural cirrus [85]. Contrails clearly show elevated concentrations in nitrogen oxides and particle
62
concentrations
[86]. From the NOy peaks, we calculate the age of the contrails [87] and discriminate
63
between contrails and natural cirrus. (More information on NOy measurements and simulations
64
Figure shows the brightness temperatures derived from Meteosat Second Generation MSG SEVIRI at the same time
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their age, the ice particle properties in these contrails still differ from natural cirrus. During aging, the ice crystals
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2013; Schumann et al., 2013; Kaufmann et al., 2014) also compiled by Schumann et al. (2017). The data will be used
96
to investigate contrail extinction and climate radiative forcing, and can be compared to satellite retrievals and model
and model results.
97

results.
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Figure 11. Particle size distributions in young (Upper panel) and aged contrails (Lower panel)
measured on 26 March 2014 near 33,420 s UTC (young contrail) and 36,144 s UTC (contrail cirrus)
during the ML-CIRRUS campaign.
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The particle size distribution largely affects the optical properties of contrails, which can be
retrieved from satellite observations. Here we use the ACTA algorithm (for a complete description,
please see [32]) described in Section 2.1.2. ACTA provides information on the dimension and lifetimes
of the contrails (Figures 12 and 13). Here, a mean effective length of 130 km is found, which is
the distance between the two most distant ends of the contrail, even if they are not connected.
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Figure 13. (Left) Lifetimes of the contrails studied. Dashed line: e-folding time 3 h. Dotted line:
e-folding time 1 h. (Right) Frequency distribution of the optical thickness of the tracked contrails.
The dotted line represents the Gamma distribution.

ACTA was combined with the COCS algorithm [93], which provides information about
the optical depth and the cloud top height of cirrus clouds. A frequency distribution of the optical
depth of the tracked contrails was derived (Figure 13, right). The dotted line represents the frequency
distribution of a gamma distribution with shape parameter 1.5 and scale parameter 0.323. This is in
good agreement with previous findings based on data from Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal
Polarization (CALIOP) [94]. The average optical depth of our contrail set is 0.34. Our dataset
had slightly shorter and optically thicker contrails than CALIOP. The geographic regions under
consideration and the type of contrails were different. Studies of contrail outbreaks [95] show larger
values of optical depth, consistent with our findings.
The combination of the ACTA results with a further algorithm, the Rapid Retrieval of Upwelling
irradiances from MSG/SEVIRI (RRUMS), developed for the retrieval of top of atmosphere outgoing
irradiance [96], provides insights on the strength of the RF of contrails. The RF is derived as the
difference between the outgoing flux from the contrail pixels and that of a selection of the surrounding
pixels [32]. The findings are presented in Table 1, separated for day and nighttime and for land and
water surfaces, because we have used different criteria for the selection of the contrail-free pixels in
those categories. Note that the sum of these four fractions is less than 100% as in 12% of the cases a
clear land/sea or day/night identification was not possible. It can be seen that the largest contribution
to warming is during night, where no shortwave forcing is present. During daytime the sum of the
negative and the positive forcings provides a negative result, a net cooling effect [32]. These findings
are in agreement with previous studies on contrail development [97–99].
Table 1. Radiative forcing (RF) of the tracked contrails (median values) during daytime and nighttime.
The fraction of contrails in each case is given in % (Note that in 12% of the cases a clear land/sea or
day/night identification was not possible).

Surface Category
Land
Water

Daytime RF (W/m2 )

Nighttime RF (W/m2 )

LW

SW

Net

Frac.

LW

SW

Net

Frac.

13.75
13.53

−26.91
−28.68

−13.16
−15.15

19.0%
45.0%

16.89
19.12

0
0

16.89
19.12

7.8%
16.3%

The in-situ and remote measurements of contrails and contrail cirrus (shown above) provide
important insights in their characteristics, whereas Large-Eddy-Simulations (LES) of contrails help
to gain a deeper understanding of how contrails evolve and how they are affected by aircraft
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parameters and atmospheric conditions. The LES model Eulerian/Lagrangian numerical solver
(EULAG) [100] together with the fully coupled Lagrangian ice microphysics scheme Lagrangian Cloud
Model (LCM) [101,102] was employed for high resolution simulations (mesh sizes of 1 to 10 m) of
young and aged contrails. For young contrails (age < 5 min) the interaction with the aircraft-induced
downward moving wake vortices is the dominant feature. The analyses focus on how deep the
contrails are after the vortex break-up and how many ice crystals are lost due to adiabatic heating.
Both properties, the contrail geometric depth H and the total ice crystal number N, depend on many
ambient and aircraft properties and are relevant for the late-time contrail-cirrus evolution [103]. To fully
understand the complex processes, it is necessary to disentangle the effects of the various parameters.
Unterstrasser et al. [104] deal with parameter variations that directly affect the wake vortex descent
and break-up (thermal stratification, turbulence, initial vortex properties), whereas Unterstrasser [103]
focuses on parameters directly relevant to contrail ice microphysics (temperature, relative humidity,
soot emission index). In a next step, the importance of aircraft type on contrail evolution is assessed
(ranging from a small regional airliner Bombardier CRJ to the largest aircraft A380 [105]). Differences
in wake vortex properties and fuel flow affect the early contrail properties leaving a long-lasting mark
over the simulated 6 hour period. For a selected atmospheric scenario, the total extinction (=product
of mean optical depth and contrail width, see definition in [106]) is higher for larger aircraft (Figure 14).
From the large dataset of LES presented in the three latter studies, analytical parametrizations of H
and N taking into account the effects of temperature, relative humidity, thermal stratification and
aircraft type (mass, wing span, fuel flow) could be derived [107]. The parametrizations are suited to be
incorporated in larger-scale models where they can refine the current contrail initialization methods.

Figure 14. Temporal evolution of contrail cirrus total radiation extinction (product of mean optical
depth and contrail width) for five different aircraft types (see legend). Adapted from Figure 9c
of Unterstrasser and Görsch [105].

For aging contrails, sedimentation, radiative cooling/heating and atmospheric dispersion become
relevant processes besides deposition/sublimation. Separate simulations of contrail-to-cirrus transition
and of natural cirrus over up to ten hours were performed [108]. It is found that weak but long-lasting
updrafts allow for the longest life times of contrail-cirrus, whereas for natural cirrus, the updraft
speed during their formation is most crucial. Contrails lose their linear shape over time and become
hardly distinguishable from natural cirrus which makes it difficult to evaluate the extent and effect
of the anthropogenic cloud modification. Even though the two cloud types have quite different
formation mechanisms we could not single out microphysical criteria from the simulations that could
help to distinguish in general between both cloud types in observations. In a next step, the interaction
of contrail-cirrus and natural cirrus is analyzed [109], hereby focusing on the question whether
a contrail remains identifiable as such, once it becomes surrounded by natural cirrus. The simulated
extinction coefficient of such a scenery (top row in Figure 15) suggests that contrails embedded in cirrus
do not generally remain identifiable in observations. The second and third row show the extinction
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of only the contrail or the natural cirrus ice crystals (the sum of both plots gives the top row). Cirrus
ice crystals exist in large parts of the contrail (ice crystals in the bottom row are present inside the red
polygon). In such cases the two cloud types are so intimately connected that it is no longer possible
and moreover no longer meaningful to make a strict separation into a cirrus area and a contrail area.

Figure 15. Extinction coefficient χ of a 4 h old contrail surrounded by a 3 h old natural cirrus (Top).
The model allows to separately evaluate χ of the contrail ice crystals only (Middle) or the natural cirrus
ice crystals only (Bottom). The red polygons illustrate the contrail area. Adapted from Figures 8 and 10
of Unterstrasser et al. [109].

Aircraft produce two kinds of condensation trails, exhaust contrails and aerodynamic contrails.
The climate impact of exhaust contrails and the contrail cirrus resulting from them is a research topic
since many years. In terms of RF it is estimated to be of the order 30–40 mW/m2 with a quite large
uncertainty [5,14,15,110,111]. The climate impact of aerodynamic contrails (Figure 16) is qualified to
be very small compared to that of exhaust contrails [112], without providing a quantitative estimate
of their RF. This qualification is based on the assumption that aerodynamic contrails form from
freezing of liquid aerosol droplets in the airflow over the wings [113]. Jansen and Heymsfield [114]
argue for another formation pathway, involving homogeneous droplet formation (HDN, i.e., formation
of water droplets without the need for condensation nuclei), followed by homogeneous ice nucleation
(HIN, freezing) on sufficient cooling of the droplets over the wing. A climatology of aerodynamic
contrails using the thermodynamic conditions for HDN and HIN does not yet exist, neither an estimate
of the corresponding RF. It is expected, yet, that the qualification of Gierens and Dilger [112] is still
valid, namely that aerodynamic contrails have a much smaller climate impact than exhaust contrails.
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Figure 16. Photograph of an iridescent aerodynamic contrail over Norderney on 27 June 2008, 14:06
UTC [115], with permission from publisher: www.schweizerbart.de.

3.2. Nitrogen Oxides and Reactive Species
Combining aircraft measurements with comprehensive climate-chemistry-modeling allows to
study relevant atmospheric processes and to further investigate chemical impacts of aviation NOx
emissions. During the HALO ML-CIRRUS mission in 2014 both measurements of contrails and reactive
species were performed to characterize the probed air masses. Here we first compare modeling results
with ML-CIRRUS observations to assess the model performance and then investigate the relation
between atmospheric conditions and the aviation NOx impact on ozone. Ozone (O3 ) was measured
using the fast UV-absorption spectrometer FAIRO [116]; nitrogen oxide (NO) and the sum of all
reactive nitrogen species (NOy ) were detected by the chemiluminescence detector AENEAS [83].
For the period of the ML-CIRRUS measurement campaign (March and April 2014, Section 2.1.1)
a multi-scale (global/regional) hindcast simulation was performed with the MECO(1) model system,
where ‘1’ indicates one high resolution regional nest of the COSMO model in the global EMAC model
(Section 2.2.1) and compared to observational data from ML-CIRRUS. Figure 17 shows results of this
comparison for the flight on 29 March 2014. After takeoff HALO turned northwards, then westwards
and flew over France from north to south. At the southernmost point of the flight track over northern
Spain, HALO turned to the northeast and finally headed for the Balearic Islands before returning to
Oberpfaffenhofen. During the first part of this flight small scale enhancements in measured NO (lower
panel; thick red line) and NOy (lower panel, blue line) in connection with high NO:NOy ratios (not
shown) indicate the interception with several aircraft plumes in the tropopause region. Observed ozone
values of up to 500 ppbv suggest that during three flight segments (middle panel; 13:00; 14:00–15:00;
16:00–17:00 UTC) stratospheric air masses have been encountered at altitudes between 11 and 12 km.
Total reactive nitrogen with maximum values up to 3 ppbv are well correlated with high ozone values,
especially in the lowermost stratosphere.
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Pressure at track

O3

NOy

Figure 17. (Top panel) Pressure altitude (hPa) along the flight track of the HALO aircraft (black),
and tropopause height simulated with EMAC and COSMO (green and red line, respectively);
(Mid panel) Measured and simulated ozone mixing ratios (ppbv) along the HALO flight trajectory
(measurement in black, EMAC in blue, and COSMO in red); (Lower panel) As mid panel but for NO
and NOy mixing ratios (ppbv). Measurements are in red and blue, EMAC in red (thin line) and black,
and COSMO values in magenta and light blue for NO and NOy , respectively.

Simulated ozone mixing ratios along the HALO aircraft trajectory show similarly a quick increase
to values of 100 nmol/mol and higher (EMAC; mid panel; blue line) and values above 200 nmol/mol
in the COSMO instance (mid panel, red line), once the aircraft reaches a pressure altitude of 280 hPa
according to on board measurements. While EMAC simulates lower ozone mixing ratios than observed
during parts of the flight leg, COSMO shows a tendency to simulate higher ozone values. Taking
a closer look at relative position versus the tropopause in the two models, a clear link becomes apparent.
While aircraft altitude relative to the tropopause level in EMAC is very small (i.e., the aircraft is located
near EMAC tropopause level), in COSMO aircraft altitude during large parts of the flight leg are
located clearly above the tropopause, with pressure differences of up to 50 hPa, i.e., aircraft is clearly
located in the COSMO stratosphere.
This means that the tropopause level in EMAC is simulated at higher altitudes, corresponding to
a lower pressure of 200–220 hPa, compared to COSMO where the tropopause during parts of the flight
is clearly diagnosed at lower altitudes, corresponding to a higher pressure level between 240 and
300 hPa, in some parts as high as 340 hPa. Consequently, EMAC values locate measurements close to
the tropopause level, while COSMO attributes flight altitude already to the lower stratosphere, which
explains lower ozone values in EMAC than in COSMO calculated along the HALO aircraft trajectory.
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This behavior of different vertical positioning of the tropopause is persistent during the whole
course of the flight, leading to lower values in EMAC (associated with lower tropopause pressures)
compared to COSMO. An altitude change over Northern Spain is associated with an increase of ozone
mixing ratios, in observations (120 nmol/mol increase) and both model simulations, in EMAC
50 nmol/mol and in COSMO 150 nmol/mol. During the flight leg, which is diagnosed by both models
of being just above the tropopause (16:00–17:00 UTC), COSMO overestimates ozone concentrations
between 20 and 150 nmol/mol, while EMAC initially agrees well and later underestimates ozone by
about 100 nmol/mol.
In the EMAC simulation, NOy volume mixing ratios are underestimated compared to
the observations by up to a factor of two, while COSMO reproduces variations of NOy values within
20%. NO values in COSMO are slightly higher than in EMAC. EMAC values and observations agree
well within the uncertainty.
The results clearly indicate that the COSMO instance is better able to resolve regional-scale
tropopause variations so that regional-scale measured ozone and especially NO and NOy
enhancements can be better represented (13:00 and 15:00 UTC). Despite the horizontal and temporal
resolution of around 250 km and 12 min of the global model (EMAC), EMAC is able to capture to
some extent regional scale variations in the tropopause region, where large vertical gradients of the
ozone, NO, and NOy mixing rations exists. The EMAC simulation agrees better with measured
concentrations of NO, NOy , and O3 in the period 15:30 UTC to 17:00 UTC than during the time before.
The meteorological situation differs significantly in these two periods. A high pressure ridge is located
in the area from the Balearic Islands to the Baltic Sea (not shown). The aircraft entered this area in this
second time period, and hence the larger scale meteorological high pressure ridge is better represented
by EMAC than smaller scale atmospheric perturbances during the first part of the flight leg, which
was west of the high pressure ridge.
It is well established that the magnitude of the contribution of aviation NOx emissions to the ozone
concentration depends on the location of the emissions in terms of altitude [49,117], geographic
region [118], but also time of the year [119].
Here, we investigate to what extent the location within a weather situation affects the ozone
production [81]. Figure 18 shows the investigated weather situation (left), with a high pressure ridge
(HPR) reaching from western Africa to the tip of Greenland (low geopotential height) and hence even
larger than the high pressure ridge discussed above. We have investigated 150 air parcel trajectories
starting in the area of the HPR (40◦ N to 50◦ N at 15◦ W) and west of it (40◦ N to 50◦ N at 30◦ W) for this
weather situation and did the same for a similar blocking situation. The results clearly show a distinct
difference of the transport pathway and the chemistry along the trajectories starting inside and west
of the high pressure ridge, which is summarized in Figure 18 (right). The trajectories starting within
the HPR are transported to lower altitudes and show a contribution from aviation NOx emissions to
ozone at lower altitudes, more southward, and earlier (Table 2). The trajectories starting inside the
HPR show an adjusted RF and CCF from the ozone change, which is roughly 50% larger than that
of the trajectories starting west of the HPR (Table 2). This is basically a result of the more intense
ozone chemistry at lower latitudes, which leads to larger contributions of aviation NOx to ozone for
emissions in the HPR.
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Figure 18. (Left) Geopotential (gpm = m2 /s2 ) at 250 hPa is presented in isolines and wind velocity
(m/s) in color for a high pressure ridge over the Atlantic. Adapted from Figure 1 of [81]; (Right) Sketch
of the transport pattern and ozone production of a trajectory starting west of the high pressure ridge
(blue) and in the high pressure ridge (red). A line of constant geopotential is given in grey.
Table 2. Characterization of the contribution of aviation NOx emissions to ozone for 2 different
emission regions: Inside the high pressure region (HPR) and west of it (see Figure 18 and text for more
details). Major modes of the frequency distribution from the trajectory simulations are given with
respect to the latitude, altitude and time after emission of the individual air parcel trajectories weighted
by the aviation ozone contribution.
Main Ozone Gain
Latitude
Altitude
Time
CCF

HPR
20◦

N
6 km
10 days
1.9 × 10−12 K/kg (NO2 )

West of HPR
40◦ N
7.5 km
15 days
1.5 × 10−12 K/kg (NO2 )

3.3. Aerosol Effects
Aviation-induced effects on aerosol concentrations and resulting climate impacts were
investigated using the EMAC model coupled to the aerosol submodel MADE. The adopted model
configuration takes into account the interactions of aerosol with clouds and radiation (see [17], for more
details). The effects of aviation are estimated by comparing two simulations, one with and one
without aviation emissions (the so-called 100%-perturbation method [120,121]). The simulations were
performed driving the model with meteorological analysis data for temperature, surface pressure and
winds over a 10-year time period (1996–2005). This allows to reduce the noise arising from different
meteorological conditions when comparing two free-runing climate simulations [122].
Emissions of short-lived gases (NOx , CO, SO2 , Non-Methane Volatile Organic Carbons (NMVOC),
and NH3 ) and aerosol species (black (BC) and organic carbon (OC)) from the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) inventory [123] were used as input to the model. This
inventory was specifically developed for the multi-model studies conducted in support of the 5th
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). It provides historical
emissions up to the year 2000 and future projections based on Representative Concentration Pathways
(RCPs [124]) up to the year 2100. In this study, we therefore chose the year 2000 as baseline estimate
and a relatively close time horizon (year 2030) to analyze future impacts. This was done in order
to limit the uncertainty from the scenario projection, which is usually growing with the projection
time [125]. Since the CMIP5 emission inventories do not include aviation sulfur emissions, these were
estimated from the aviation BC emissions based on the respective emission factors of the two species.
Aerosol number emissions were calculated under various assumptions on the size distribution of the
aircraft-emitted particles. Additionally, a scenario for low-sulfur aviation fuel was considered for the
year 2000 only [17].
The model results show a distinct impact of aviation on aerosol concentrations in the northern
mid-latitudes, at the typical flight altitudes between 400 and 200 hPa. Significant effects were also
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simulated for the ground level and are related to emissions from airport activities and landing and
take-off LTO cycles, and to downward transport, especially in the subtropical jet region. The year
2000 impact on aerosol particle mass (black carbon and sulfate) is of the order of a few ng/m3
(corresponding to a few percent in relative terms), whereas aviation-induced increases of the order
of 1000 particles/cm3 (30%–40%) were simulated for aerosol number concentrations, as a result of
sulfur emissions. These impacts were projected to grow in the future, with aviation-induced mass
and number concentrations increasing from 2000 to 2030 in all scenarios, in particular in RCP2.6. It is
however important to mention that the RCPs do not consider any technological change in the fleet
for the future, as it is done in more aviation-specific emission scenarios, but rather project a steady
increase as a direct consequence of the increasing air traffic volumes.
Such aviation-induced changes in aerosol concentrations also lead to climate-relevant effects.
Aerosol particles can affect the planetary radiation budget both directly, by scattering and absorbing
radiation, and indirectly, by perturbing the microphysical structure of clouds, thereby changing their
albedo and lifetime [126]. Note that the model setup adopted here only considers aerosol interactions
with low-level, liquid clouds. Aerosol-induced formation processes of ice particles (Section 2.2.2)
were not yet taken into account. According to our numerical experiments, aviation-induced aerosol is
responsible for a RF ranging between –69.5 and +2.4 mW·m−2 in the year 2000, depending mainly on
the assumed size distribution of emitted particles and on the assumed sulfur content of aviation fuel
(Figure 19). Hence, this cooling effect could potentially be larger than the warming effect induced by
other aircraft-induced compounds, such as CO2 , ozone, and the effect of contrail cirrus. An in-depth
analysis of the radiation perturbations in the model indicates that the bulk of the aerosol RF is ascribable
to the aerosol-cloud interactions. Further analyses, including also a sensitivity experiment with
low-sulfur aviation emissions, also suggest that aviation-induced aerosol sulfate is the key component
in this context, being transported downward from the flight levels to relatively low altitudes where it
affects cloud droplet number concentration and radius. Hence perturbations to low-clouds are driving
the large RF simulated here, as also reported in similar studies [21,127]. In agreement with these
investigations, our analyses also reveal that the assumptions on the size distribution of emitted sulfur
particles are essential. The large negative forcing described above is only simulated if an emission
of large numbers of ultrafine sulfate particles is assumed. These results further suggest that BC plays
a minor role in affecting warm clouds, due to its small contribution to total aerosol number and
mass concentration. Recall that possible BC effects on cirrus are neglected here. Also aerosol nitrate
plays a minor role in this context. We assume that the emitted mass of ultrafine particles, which are
essential for the modelled cooling effect, is controlled by sulfate [128]. Hence the aerosol-induced
cloud modifications are driven by sulfate rather than nitrate. In addition, aerosol nitrate is found to
decrease as a consequence of high aviation sulfur emissions and the sulfate-nitrate competition for
available ammonia in the upper troposphere. Note that aircraft-induced aerosol nitrate and sulfate can
also have significant cooling effects due to direct interactions with radiation. This cooling is however
compensated by the warming effect of aircraft-generated BC (see e.g., [129]), which explains the minor
role of direct aerosol-radiation interactions in our simulations. Given the aforementioned growth
in traffic volumes, the simulations with the RCP scenarios result in a factor of 2 to 4 higher (more
negative) RF in 2030, albeit with large uncertainties related to the assumptions on the size distribution
of emitted particles and on the fuel-sulfur content of aviation fuel, which might experience large
changes in the near future.
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Figure 19. Aviation-induced RF from different components (as reported by [1]) (bars and uncertainty
ranges). New findings are added with symbols [8,14,17,85,110,111].

The large aerosol effects found by this model study opens additional perspectives for future
mitigation strategies and climate policies. Aerosol-cloud interactions will have to be considered
in future assessments of mitigation options, which we have not yet included in our studies
(Sections 4.1–4.5). This is relevant in particular in view of desulfurization of jet fuels which is already
being considered in the aviation sector [130]. Another aspect, which has not been considered in this
analysis, is the impact of aviation on cirrus clouds. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the model was
extended to also account for aerosol interactions with ice clouds. It is now technically possible to
simulate such effects in EMAC, but uncertainties are still large and more in-depth research, including
also detailed measurements from in-situ and laboratory experiments, is required in order to achieve
a more robust model representation of ice formation processes in the upper troposphere.
3.4. Climate Metrics
The assessment of mitigation options requires a good understanding of the underlying physical
and chemical processes, from the emissions to RF (see previous chapters), and an adequate aggregation
of these effects. Climate metrics are frequently used for aggregation, putting the different effects on
the same scale. This is a non-trivial exercise, since the lifetime of the individual effects have different
orders of magnitude. Contrails exist for hours, whereas emitted carbon dioxide change the atmospheric
carbon dioxide concentration for centuries. What is more important, a small RF caused by a carbon
dioxide concentration change, but prevailing for centuries, or a large perturbation in radiation due to
contrails, which, however, exists for a short period, only? It has often been stressed in literature that
results, obviously, depend on the choice of the climate metric, which is a political rather than a scientific
choice [131]. As a result, climate metrics, or the choice of climate metrics were perceived as equivocal.
Grewe and Dahlmann [132] pointed out that the different climate metrics, although targeting somehow
climate change, are providing “different physical quantities measuring climate change and hence
they provide answers to different questions”. Therefore it is important to first address, in a detailed
manner, the overall climate target. This could be “Is a given technical (or operational) measure suited
to contribute to the 2 ◦ C target (in comparison to conventional approaches)?”. This is already the first
of the five steps proposed by [132] for choosing an adequate metric, answering the posed question:
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Precisely posing the respective question,
Deducing from the question an adequate reference,
Deducing from the question an adequate emission scenario,
Deducing from the question an adequate climate change indicator/ metric,
Deducing from the question an adequate time horizon.

In the given example Steps 2–4 could be a “business as usual (conventional technology)” as
a reference, a future emission scenario, which includes the respective measure, temperature change,
and a time horizon related to the time horizon of the 2 ◦ C target, e.g., a mean over 100 years after
introduction of the measure. Obviously, other combinations, such as a pulse emission and global
warming potential are not suitable to answer this question. Having agreed on the question leads to
only few possibilities in the choices of Steps 2–5. This subset of suitable metrics gives quite similar
answers to the question posed, as first results indicate [7]. That is, the answer and subsequent decisions
based on it are no longer equivocal.
4. Measures to Reduce the Climate Impact of Aviation
4.1. Strategic Technological Measure: Strut-Braced Wing Aircraft Insertion
We combined the capabilities of modeling the atmosphere (Section 2.2) and air traffic system
modeling capabilities (Section 2.3) to investigate the effectiveness of both technological and operational
measures to reduce the climate impact of aviation. Among the strategic mitigation options we
have chosen a Strut-Braced Wing (SBW) aircraft equipped with a counter-rotating open rotor
(CROR) engine as a technical measure and the concept of Intermediate Stop Operations (ISO) as
an operational measure.
SBW aircraft that are characterized by supporting struts linking wings and fuselage are mainly
known from General Aviation (e.g., Cessna 172) as they provide several advantages. Such a
wing construction eventually leads to a higher aerodynamic efficiency due to an increased aspect
ratio and reduced weight compared to conventional cantilever wing aircraft of the same size.
As a consequence also smaller engines might be used that in turn reduce fuel consumption and
produce less emissions [133]. Hence, researchers and engineers are currently investigating how such
a SBW configuration could also be realized on commercial aircraft. We analyzed to what extent
such a new SBW aircraft design could be beneficial for the climate impact of aviation by applying
the four-layer approach described in Section 2.3.1. The aircraft model (geometry, weights, aerodynamic
and engine performance) was provided by the DLR-internal project on Future Enhanced Aircraft
Configurations (FrEACs). Figure 20 shows the geometry of the designed aircraft and Table 3 lists
the main design characteristics.

Figure 20.
Strut-Braced Wing (SBW) aircraft configuration used in the study;
DLR-project FrEACs.

source:
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Table 3. SBW aircraft design characteristics obtained from DLR project FrEACs.
Design range
Maximum take-off weight
Maximum payload
Maximum fuel capacity
Reference wing area
Pax seats (up to)
Cruise Mach number
Take-off field length
Engine
Thrust

2000 NM
73.2 t
18.6 t
9.8 t
110 m2
154
0.72
1970 m
DLR-CROR
111.2 kN

As appropriate engine a so-called CROR was selected, which allows for a significant reduction
of NOx emissions due to a special two-stage lean combustion technique [134]. For the study, it was
assumed that the SBW serves as a substitute for the next generation of aircraft with 101–150 seats
(e.g., Airbus A320, Boeing 737 successors) and that the introduction of this new generation (N+1) starts
in 2015. Using a fleet renewal model the share of SBW aircraft in service was estimated as a function
of time until 2050 (see [59] for more information). Then, from the worldwide flight schedule (see
previous section) and the corresponding air traffic forecast from AIRCAST (see Section 2.3.1) all flights
of that seat category were filtered and—using GRIDLAB—these flights were simulated with an Airbus
A320 aircraft model as a reference to obtain the fuel and emission distribution for the business-as-usual
scenario (current aircraft technology level maintained until 2050) for all years. In a next step, the same
flights were simulated with the SBW aircraft performance model to generate the SBW inventories.
Afterwards, both A320 and SBW inventories were mixed using the weighting factors from the fleet
renewal model. Figure 21 shows the effects of SBW operations in 2050 on the global fuel consumption.

Figure 21. Fuel consumption changes in 2050 due to a SBW aircraft introduction (positive values depict
reductions with respect to business-as-usual scenario); (Top Left) geographical distribution of changes
in the fuel sums per grid column; (Top Right) latitude profile (zonal); (Bottom Left) longitude profile
(meridional); (Bottom Right) altitude profile; taken from [135]. The red arrow indicates the change in
emission altitude.
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According to that, by 2050 the share of SBW reaches 93% of all aircraft in the 101–150 seats
category. By that time, the introduction of SBW may lead to 26% less fuel and even nearly 45% less
NOx emissions. The climate impact assessment was performed with the chemistry-climate response
model AirClim with the objective to estimate the changes in the long-term climate impact from aviation
by introducing a fleet of SBW aircraft in comparison to conventional technologies (see Section 2.2.3 for
more details on climatological CCFs). A future emission scenario (IPCC-FA1), conventional technology
as a reference and the global mean near-surface temperature change over 100 years (ATR100 ) after
introduction of the SBW fleet is an adequate metric to assess the climate impact of this technology
(see Section 3.4). Note that a background atmosphere with inceases in CO2 and CH4 concentrations is
taken into account. We found that the projected warming (in terms of ATR100 ) caused by global air
traffic of that category may be reduced by approximately 17% due to SBW operations (see Table 4 for
the agents’ individual contributions).
Table 4. Relative changes in ATR100 due to a SBW introduction distinguished by contributing emissions
and climate agents.
Effect

CO2

H2 O

NOx

Contrails

Total

rel. change

−4.8%

−1.0%

−12.6%

+1.6%

−16.8%

This reduction in the climate impact of aviation in comparison to a conventional technology can
be mainly attributed to the significantly lower NOx emission at cruise altitude together with a slightly
reduced average cruising altitude, as the optimum altitude of the designed SBW aircraft is lower than
the one of a conventional A320. Note that changes in particulate emissions, such as soot, were not
taken into account. A reduction in the soot number densities from lean combustion would result
in changes of the properties of the contrails (lower ice particle densities, lower shortwave optical
thickness, and enhanced sedimentation of ice particles), which would lead to a much larger decrease
of the climate impact by contrails [136–138]. A detailed description of the study can be found in [135].
4.2. Strategic Operational Measure: Intermediate Stop Operations
Previous research has demonstrated that executing intermediate landings for refueling aircraft at
suitable stopover locations during long-haul flights can significantly reduce fuel burn and partially lead
to a decrease in airlines’ cash operating costs as well [139–145]. This technique is called Intermediate
Stop Operations (ISO) and also known as Staging service. Based on these findings, one would usually
expect a climate impact reduction if ISO was adopted on a global scale. However, as the actual climate
impact of such a change in the way the aircraft is operated is not only dependent on the amount
of emissions—which predominantly is reduced by ISO due to the enhanced fuel efficiency—but also
on the redistribution of the emissions both geographically and altitudinally, a systematic approach is
required that models the implementation of the concept under real-world conditions.
In the same manner as for the climate impact assessment of a SBW fleet in Section 4.1, we used
the four-layer approach described in Section 2.3.1. The system-wide study was carried out assuming
that existing aircraft types are used (current fleet), so the same aircraft type is used for the ISO mission
as the one that is operating the direct flight. Based on a worldwide flight schedule from 2010, first all
flights relevant for ISO (these were found to be all wide-body aircraft-served missions longer than
2500 NM) were identified. For the business-as-usual scenario those flights then were simulated using
the trajectory layer functionality realized by the modeling system GRIDLAB in order to obtain fuel
consumption values and engine emission inventories resulting from direct flight operations. In a next
step, for each of these missions a set of adequate stopover locations was defined and among those
airports the optimum one—leading to maximum fuel savings—was identified using exhaustive search.
Then again, missions were simulated—this time assuming an intermediate stop at that optimum airport.
Due to the split in two flight segments, aircraft does require less fuel and thus is significantly lighter at
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take-off on ISO missions. This in turn results in higher average cruise altitudes as the optimum altitude
which the pilot tries to acquire increases with decreasing aircraft mass. This phenomenon leads to a
significant shift of cruise emissions to higher altitudes (by approx. 4000–6000 ft), which was observable
after generating the ISO mission emission inventories by GRIDLAB. Figure 22 shows exemplarily the
fuel consumption changes caused by ISO as a function of geographic location and altitude.
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Figure 22. Redistribution of global fuel consumption due to Intermediate Stop Operations (ISO) on
long-haul missions (differences from direct flight scenario) in the first quarter of 2010; (Top Left)
geographical distribution of changes in the fuel sums per grid column; (Top Right) latitude profile
(zonal); (Bottom Left) longitude profile (meridional); (Bottom Right) altitude profile (taken from [146]).
Circles indicate hotspots of increases (red) and decreases (green) in fuel consumption, respectively. The
red arrows indicate shifts in fuel consumption.

The inventories show that if ISO was adopted globally, this could reduce the global wide-body
aircraft fuel consumption by 4.8% and for about 87% of those flights at least one airport can be
found that leads to fuel savings if used as stopover location. Also CO2 , H2 O and SO2 emissions can
be decreased by 4.8% (they are produced nearly proportionally to the amount of fuel burnt). NOx
emissions reduce by 4.6%. CO emissions increase by 33.3% and HC emissions by 43.4%, which is
because these are primarily released in flight phases with low engine thrust level (e.g., during descent,
approach, landing), which double due to ISO and may have a significant impact on local air quality.
Both business-as-usual and ISO inventories then were passed on to the chemistry-climate response
model AirClim ([48,49] for more information) in order to estimate the changes in the climate impact.
For that, as appropriate metric the Average Temperature Response over a period of 100 years (ATR100 )
was selected. By that it is ensured that the effects of a continuous emission redistribution starting
from the global introduction of the ISO concept (assumed 2015) and the dynamics in the climate
system including concentration changes of RF agents are fully captured. It turned out that in
spite of a reduction of some of the emission species there would be an estimated temperature
increase (ATR100 ) of about 2.3% compared to the business-as-usual scenario (all flights operated
as direct flights).
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This increase is composed of increased warming effects from NOx emissions (+2.12%) and
H2 O emissions (+1.26%) due to the higher altitude in which they are released (see also Figure 23).
The reduced warming due to CO2 (−0.72%) and contrails (−0.35%) cannot compensate this
(see [61,146], for more details). Note that here we analyzed ISO on the basis of current technology
and fuel optimal routings. A change in these overall assumptions, such as redesign of the aircraft,
introduction of medium-range aircraft, economical feedback, climate-optimized routings, may have
a significant effect on the results.
pm
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Figure 23. Climate impact changes (metrics: ATR100 ) due to ISO separated by contributions of different
RF agents (reference case: percentage of overall ATR; ISO case: relative changes with respect to reference
case); taken from [146]. To the left (right), indicated by a minus (plus) sign, effects are presented which
generally lead to a cooling (warming).

4.3. Tactical Operational Measures: Eco-Efficient Flight Procedures
Due to the strong dependency of non-CO2 -emission’s climate impact on locus and time
of emission, climate-optimized trajectories are considered as potential measure in order to reduce
aviation induced climate impact [7,24,147–149]. However, avoiding regions, characterized by high
specific climate impact with regard to aircraft emissions, is related to raising costs caused by detours
and off-design altitudes [150]. Consequently, we focus on the trade-off between climate impact
reduction and increased cash operating costs.
As a use case, climate optimized trajectories for several routes within the North Atlantic region
were investigated in order to compare the potentials of 2D (lateral) and 3D (lateral and vertical)
trajectory optimization [66]. Therefore, models for the cash operating costs (COC) as well as CCFs (see
Section 2.2.3) were integrated into the objective function J of the Trajectory Optimization Module (see
Section 2.3.2) according to Equations (8) and (9). COC are calculated as a function of mission time and
mission fuel. The climate impact, measured as average temperature response (ATR, see Section 3.4),
was estimated by integrating the product of CCF and emission flow ṁi of species i (or true air speed
vTAS for contrail induced cirrus clouds, CiC) along the trajectory. In order to identify Pareto-optimal
solutions, the climate weighting factor cΨ was varied between 0 (minimum costs) and 1 (minimum
climate impact).

J = cΥ

−1
· COC (tmission , mfuel,mission ) · COCre
f +
{z
}
|
normalized COC

cΨ

∑

·

i

Z t
f
t0

CCFi (x, t) · ṁi (t) dt +

|

cΥ + cΨ = 1

with i ∈ {CO2 , H2 O, NOx }
with cΥ , cΨ ∈ [0, 1]

Z t
f
t0

!
CCFCiC (x, t) · v TAS (t) dt
{z

normalized climate impact

−1
· ATR20,tot,re
f (8)

}

(9)

From the environmental point of view, the acceptance of deviations from the cost-optimal
trajectory is beneficial, as long as the reduction of the specific climate impact predominates additional
fuel burn and emissions resulting from lateral detours, additional climb and descent phases, headwinds
as well as off-design altitudes (see Figure 24). The analysis of the North Atlantic region has shown that
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the climate impact mitigation efficiency (ATR reduction per COC increment) is much higher if vertical
trajectory changes are permitted. For example, by allowing the COC to increase by 2 %, climate impact
can either be reduced by 15 % with 2D-optimization or by 45 % with 3D-optimization. Additionally,
a maximum climate impact mitigation potential of about 20 % for laterally (2D) optimized trajectories
and almost 60 % for laterally and vertically (3D) optimized trajectories is observed (see Figure 25).
However, in both cases, the climate impact mitigation efficiency decreases rapidly for high COC
margins. Hence, a reasonable and eco-efficient trade-off between the accepted cost increase and
the climate impact reduction needs to be elaborated. Grewe et al. [7,151] optimized aircraft trajectories
including lateral and altitude variations, though latter was assumed to be variable but constant
for a whole aircraft trajectory. Hence those results fall, by definition, in between the 3D- and
2D-optimization, shown here. In contrast, Schumann et al. [24] applied altitude changes for regions
were persistent contrails can form. Their results show very large reduction potentials, indicating that
the Pareto Front is, by definition, to the right of the line of the 3D-optimization, but probably close to it.
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Figure 24. Climate and weather optimized trajectories within the North Atlantic airspace. Colours
represent the specific climate impact with regard to aircraft emissions (a) as well as windspeed and
winddirection (b). The great circle trajectory is shown in blue (1). The black lines represent 2: the cost
optimal (solid), 3–4: eco-efficient (dashed) and 5: climate-optimal (dotted) trajectories [66].

Figure 25. 2D and 3D average Pareto-fronts of climate impact reduction potential using the metric
ATR relative to a reference and corresponding COC changes with respect to the same reference, i.e.,
the cost-minimal solution [66].
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Avoiding climate sensitive areas implies changes in the traffic densities of individual air traffic
sectors. Here, we are investigating how these shifts of the trans-Atlantic air traffic [7] affect the capacity
of the entry and exit sectors, which connect the European airspace with the North Atlantic Track
System (NATS). We are analyzing a whole traffic scenario, including the trans-Atlantic and European
flights in a two step procedure. First simulating trajectories with TrafficSim (Section 2.3.2) for a base
case and a climate optimal scenario, based on the REACT4C CCFs (Section 2.2.3, [7,81]). Second, we are
analyzing the capacity with a commercial state-of-the-art fast-time simulation software (AirTOp) [152]
taking into account a detailed representation of the European airspace. The evaluation methodology
focuses on parameters such as number of flights, sector capacities, controller workload and number
of affected flights with both horizontal or vertical change, and flight duration [153]. There are several
fast-time simulations performed, which will analyze the feasibility of the climate optimized trajectories
as well as the impact they have on the ATM system [152].
Figure 26 (left) shows the hourly demands of North Atlantic Flight Information Regions (FIR)
for both the reference (top) and optimized scenario (bottom) covering 24 h. The highest demand in
both scenarios can be found in the GANDER FIR. The peak hours for all the FIRs remain similar to
the reference scenario, except for the slight change within the peak hours in the Reykjavik FIR.
Figure 26 (right) shows demands of those airspaces, which serve as entry points to the European
airspace. Generally, differences between the reference and the optimized scenarios can be observed,
but they are in the order of day-to-day variations. The BIRDSS airspace shows an increase
in the number of peak hours (between 10:00 and 12:00), which temporarily might have an effect
on the controller workload. Although the routing changes have only little impact on the number
of flights in the FIR and entry point sectors per 1 h, the related flown distance shows more changes,
e.g., in the BIRDSS airspace at 11:00–12:00 where it increases from 5000 NM to 6000 NM (not shown).
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Figure 26. Representation of the demand (in number of flights per 1 h) in the North Atlantic Flight
Information Regions (Left) and in the airspace sectors of the entry points (Right) for the base-case
simulation (Top) and climate-optimized air traffic (Bottom).

Figure 27 shows the controller work duration for each of the airspaces selected. The biggest
difference can be noticed, as expected, in the work duration in the BIRDSS airspace, where
the work duration increases for more than 10 min. But, on the other hand, we can see that some
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of the neighboring airspaces are relieved and the work duration in the EGTT09LND airspace lowers
compared to the reference scenario.

Figure 27. Duration (min) of the controller activity for the base-case simulation (Top) and
climate-optimized air traffic (Bottom).

Hence, the routing changes of the optimized traffic scenario do not significantly change the general
traffic flow and implications on the airspace demand and controller workload are minor. Here, we
have only investigated on specific day and hence, to receive a better understanding of the impact
of the optimized traffic on the ATM operations in the European airspace, a more detailed analysis
of the airspace structure and operations is necessary. Still, this result indicates that controller workload
may not be a limiting factor for trans-Atlantic air traffic.
4.4. Implementation of Eco-Efficient Procedures
Climate-optimized procedures come along with an increase of cash operating costs (COC;
see Section 4.3), but airlines have little incentives to bear these additional costs voluntarily.
In environmental economic terms they can take the position of a free rider: even though, if they
are not willing to share the costs of climate protection, they benefit of its non-excludability (=everyone
may contribute to climate change) and non-rivalry character (=contribution to climate change is not
limited). The crucial question is then, how to create a monetary incentive for airlines to minimize flight
time and emissions in highly climate sensitive regions.
One environmental policy option is to impose a climate charge or a climate restriction for operators
of aircraft which fly in these areas (Figure 28) [50,154]. In these concepts, an airspace area j is levied
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with an environmental unit charge Ucj per kilometer flown d j , if its specific climate impact with respect
to aircraft emissions exceeds a specific threshold value (cthr ):
(
CCA j (x)

=

Ucj , if CCFtot (x) ≥ cthr
0, if CCFtot (x) < cthr

(10)

with x a location within the area j and Ucj → ∞ (total restriction) as an extreme case. Climate
charges, Ccj , are expressed for a flight through a climate charged area j in analogy to en-route and
terminal charges:

Ccj

= Ucj ·

MTOW
k1

k2

· Iac · d j

(11)

where MTOW is the maximum take-off weight of an aircraft, Iac an incentive factor for climate-friendly
technologies and k1 , k2 country-specific parameters [154]. Note that in this case the CCFs are aircraft
specific (Section 2.2.3) and depend on Mach number and cruise altitude and thereby can be easily
converted into climate impact per flown distance.
In order to cut climate charges and hence resulting COC, cost-minimizing airlines will choose
to fly longer and re-route their flights away from more expensive airspace areas (trajectory 3 in
Figure 28b,c). In this way, the cutting of costs coincides with climate impact mitigation. Alternatively,
the operator of an aircraft can also minimize flight time and pay compensation for higher climate
damage (trajectory 1 in Figure 28c). By extending the existing charge system of air traffic control with
an additional climate charge, adjustment efforts for airlines are minimized: no handling of complex
climate-change functions is required within the airline planning processes to reduce non-CO2 climate
effects (see also Section 2.2.3).
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Figure 28. Concepts of implementing climate-optimized routing, based on (a) climate-change functions,
(b) climate-restricted areas, and (c) climate-charged areas with varying unit costs. Examples for aircraft
trajectories are given for a flight from New York (JFK) to Frankfurt (FRA) airports (dashed and dotted
lines). In (a) CCFs are indicated by colour from low climate impact (white) to large climate impacts
(dark red). In (b) restricted areas are indicated by grey shading with a prohibition sign. In (c) Charges
for areas are indicated by colour from no charge (white) to large charges (dark blue). Trajectory 1
is optimized with regard to fuel and flight time, trajectory 2 is climate-optimized and trajectory 3 is
optimized to avoid climate-restricted airspace or expansive airspace regions.
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The climate impact mitigation efficiency of the CRA (Climate-Restricted Airspace) concept is
shown in Figure 29, It is nearly as large as the corresponding efficiency of COT (Climate-Optimized
Trajectory), that is, it is close to the optimum possible. CCAs are expected to be similarly promising
while offering the benefit of being more operationally feasible.
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Figure 29. Climate reduction potential (ATR) and cash operating costs (COC) for climate optimized
trajectories (COT (Climate-Optimized Trajectory); colored in black) and CRA (Climate-Restricted
Airspace) avoiding trajectories (colored in gray) for the trans-Atlantic route from Lisbon, Portugal (LIS)
to Miami, USA (MIA). Changes are presented as ratios to the cost-optimal solution, indicated by the
point (1,1) [155].

Besides restricting areas or charging areas, market-based measures (MBM) are instruments to
steer air traffic into the direction of a reduction of its climate impact. For 5 representative winter
days and 3 representative summer days, which were selected according to Irvine’s classification [156],
we have calculated CCFs, i.e., the impact of a unit aviation emission on climate (Section 2.2.3, [7,26,151]).
Then a representative air traffic scenario (roughly 800 flights) was taken into account to optimize each
trajectory with respect to costs (fuel and crew) and climate impact and an optimal relation between
those parameters was obtained (Figure 30). It clearly shows the potential to reduce the climate impact
by more than 10% at costs increase of less than 1% (Figure 30, top). Costs are only increasing little
for climate impact reduction of up to around 15%, indicating a very eco-efficient possibility to reduce
the climate impact of aviation. However, such costs still may not be acceptable by aviation stakeholders
and instruments are required to deal with these additional costs (see also above the concepts of CRA
and CCA). If market-based measures were in place, which would include these non-CO2 effects, such
as contrails and ozone formation from NOx -emissions, these aircraft trajectories with a reduced climate
impact would even be beneficial for airlines (Figure 30, bottom). Even at a very low price for CO2
of 2 Euro per tons of equivalent CO2 , airlines would reduce their operating costs by more than 2%
when flying routes and trajectories with a lower climate impact, compared to trajectories which are
purely optimized for fuel and crew costs.
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Figure 30. Relation between change in climate impact (%) and daily cash operating costs (%) for
a representative North-Atlantic traffic scenario based on meteorological situations of 5 representative
winter and 3 summer days. The results are weighted with their frequency of occurrence. The reference
(point of origin) is the cost-minimal situation. Figure taken from [151]. (Top) operating costs
including fuel and crew; (Bottom) as top figure, but including also environmental costs related to
market-based-measures (MBM).

4.5. Intercomparison of Mitigation Options
The previous sections clearly show that there are various possibilities to reduce the impact
of aviation on climate. Thus, questions arise, such as: Which is the most suited option? Which option
should be recommended or should be pursued with more emphasis? Unfortunately, there is no clear
answer to these questions, since the framing conditions, such as starting point of implementation,
cost of investments for, e.g., redesign of an aircraft, additional controller’s workload, and additional
infrastructure, inhibit a clear comparison and ranking of mitigation options and measures. Grewe and
Linke [157] compared results on the climate impact reduction of eight operational and technological
mitigation options achieved within various projects (Figure 31). These were TRADEOFF (general
changes in cruise altitude), CATS (changes in cruise altitude adapted for individual city pair
connections), REACT4C (lateral and vertical changes in flight trajectories to avoid climate sensitive
regions), WeCare-ISO (intermediate stop operations to reduce fuel consumption; see Section 4.2),
WeCare-CRA (climate restricted areas related to climate sensitive regions; see Section 4.4), ISO-R
(ISO with a redesign of the aircraft to optimize fuel consumption), CATS-R (CATS with a redesign
of the aircraft, adapted to lower cruise altitudes and speed), and AHEAD (a multi-fuel blended
wing body). See [157] for more information on the individual project results and further references.
The individual options differ greatly. For example, AHEAD has a large eco-efficiency (= ratio between
climate impact reduction and operational costs) and hence seems to be well suited to be adopted in
the future. However, a lot of technology development is still required so that the potential starting time
of this option is far in the future. On the other side, intermediate stop operations could be implemented
immediately, and actually are already adopted. Yet the goal of the current implementation is rather
exploiting cheap fueling possibilities than climate protection and the eco-efficiency is relatively low.
Clearly, a good strategy is mixing different approaches, e.g., operational mitigation measures such
as REACT4C or WeCare-CRA, to obtain some reductions in the climate impact from aviation and to
complement it with further technology options on the longer term.
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Figure 31. Multi-dimensional presentation of different mitigation options. Each axis is scaled such that
the most desirable effect is on the outer edge (see inlay). Here most desirable are: Large climate impact
reduction, low operational and investment costs, large eco-efficiency (ratio of climate impact reduction
and costs increase), and early starting point of the mitigation option, i.e., time of implementation.
For the AHEAD results, we have assumed low additional operational costs, i.e., the operational costs
of such an aircraft are similar to those of a conventional aircraft. As a reference (black thick line)
a business as usual case (BAU) is given [157].

5. Discussion
The WeCare project aimed at enhancing capabilities to describe and quantify the impact of aviation
emissions on the atmospheric composition and eventually on climate, and to couple this with
technological and operational climate mitigation measures to understand and quantify their potentials.
This has parallels to many other programs and projects and some are presented in Table 5. The
Aviation Climate Change Research Initiative (ACCRI) and the European Assessment of Transport
Impacts on Climate Change and Ozone (ATTICA) delivered comprehensive assessments of the impact
of aviation on the atmosphere, concentrating on understanding atmospheric processes. Note that
ATTICA also covered other modes of transport, such as shipping and land transportation. Both
emphasized the importance of climate metrics [131,158] and the results of WeCare add to this discussion
in Sections 3.1–3.4. The PARTNER projects concentrated on noise, interdependencies and policy
assessments, operations, emissions, and alternative fuels. Hence, they cover a much larger area of
environmental effects than WeCare. However, emissions effects on climate are frequently limited to
CO2 -emissions within the PARTNER consortium, except for their project 12 [159], which concentrated
on the climate impact of aviation as such. Other projects, which investigate technological options
(e.g., [160]), limited climate impact assessments to fuel use and hence CO2 emissions. In this respect,
the WeCare project is going beyond most other operational and technological assessments as it takes
into account non-CO2 effects.
Table 5. Overview on programs and projects relevant to WeCare.
Acronym

Name

Duration

Country

Reference

ACCRI

Aviation Climate Change Research
Initiative

2008–2014

U.S.

Brasseur et al. [2]

PARTNER

Partnership for AiR Transportation
Noise and Emissions Reduction

2003–2013

U.S./Canada

Barrett et al. [161]

ATTICA

European Assessment of Transport
Impacts on Climate Change and
Ozone Depletion

2006–2010

Europe

Sausen [162]
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As pointed out by Lee et al. [1] and Fahey and Lee [3], the climate impact of non-CO2 -emission
has considerable uncertainties. A closer look on the uncertainties reveals a complex picture. A number
of processes and relations a r e actually have low uncertainties. For example, the contrail formation
criteria are well-known for long [163] and were validated by numerous experimental data [164].
The chemical regimes in different areas of the atmosphere, which are important to the aviation NOx
emissions, agree between two chemistry-atmosphere models [1]. One important factor leading to large
error bars in, e.g., RF estimates, is the large atmospheric variability. Emissions lead to very different
effects in different regions, altitudes and time of the day (e.g., Section 3.2, for chemical effects). And this
effect is even larger for contrails than for NOx . The understanding of this variability is important,
and WeCare was able to contribute to this understanding. Dahlmann et al. [48] pointed out that
a large uncertainty may not limit the assessment of climate impact assessments of e.g., technological
mitigation options, by applying a Monte-Carlo simulation, since the uncertainties apply for both,
the reference situation and the mitigation option. Hence in the direct intercomparison of both, the error
correlation enables a robust assessment.
The atmospheric effects that we have considered in the climate impact assessments of mitigation
options (Sections 4.1–4.5) include the effect of CO2 and H2 O emissions on their abundances, the
effects of NOx -emissions on ozone and methane, and the formation of persistent contrails and their
transition into contrail-cirrus. Recent studies suggest that aerosols have a considerable climate effect via
formation and modification of the characteristics of low level clouds ([21,125,127], see also Section 3.3)
and ice clouds (cirrus, [165], see also Section 2.2.2). One of the major future activities should therefore
be to better characterize these aerosol-cloud interactions, quantify the impact of aviation’s aerosol
emissions on all clouds and to make these effects available for climate impact assessments, e.g., via the
calculation of CCFs (Section 2.2.3).
The climatological CCFs are a key for fast and more routine climate impact assessments
of aviation technologies and operational concepts. Up to now only two groups were calculating
those. Köhler et al. [117] and Rädel and Shine [166] provided information on the atmospheric
response to aviation emissions for different flight altitudes, by taking into account, CO2 -, NOx -,
H2 O-emissions, and linear-shaped contrails. The horizontal flight patterns are based on the year
2002, which limits its application with respect to regional changes in routings. Grewe and Stenke [49]
and Dahlmann et al. [48] calculated the atmospheric response to unit emissions placed into the on
the atmosphere in different latitude and altitude bands and took into account the effects of CO2 -,
NOx -, H2 O-emissions, and contrail-cirrus. Hence, the two approaches are comparable, though the
latter approach allows more degrees of freedom in the scenario evaluation. A direct intercomparison
of both tools showed a very similar sensitivity of the climate impact of contrail and ozone effects for
changes in cruise altitude [167]. The studies by Dahlmann et al. [48], Grewe and Stenke [49] show a
stronger sensitivity of the climate impact from aviation’s H2 O emissions to changes in flight altitude
compared to Köhler et al. [117,166]. The similarity in the sensitivity is important for climate impact
assessments. The agreement in the sensitivity, hence, shows some robustness in the climate impact
assessment, which adds to statistical methods to obtain robust climate impact assessments [48].
The weather dependent CCF, which are used to avoid climate sensitive regions, are a relatively
new concept [25,26]. First results of the effect of uncertainties in the determination of these CCFs on
the aircraft trajectory optimization indicate only small effects on the relation of costs to climate impact
reduction. However, details on the routings may change and more research is needed (see [151] for
a more detailed discussion on further steps in developing robust CCFs).
Assessing the impact of using alternative fuels was beyond the scope of WeCare. Besides their
potential in reducing net CO2 emissions, alternative fuels clearly have also the potential to alter contrail
properties and thereby reduce their climate impact [168]. Hence, a wide range of mitigation options are
available. It is unlikely that a single option may be suitable to reduce aviation’s climate impact in a way
so that it sufficiently contributes to a 2 ◦ C climate target. Hence many options have to be considered,
assessed and a road map established, which helps in guiding aviation stakeholders. An important part
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will be a political framework to limit aviation’s climate impact. And Fahey and Lee [3] stated correctly
“... , any avoidance that increases CO2 emissions, even at a net reduction of overall RF, introduces a complex
policy issue of mitigating short-term versus long term climate effects. Moreover, given that contrails and contrail
cirrus are not part of any climate agreement, and that uncertainty concerning their radiative effects remains
large, there may be reluctance to tackle this effect in the short term”. However, this should not stop research
from analyzing aviation’s non-CO2 climate effects, assessing mitigation options, and investigating
the effectiveness of political frameworks and demonstrating the need to consider non-CO2 effects in
future agreements.
6. Conclusions
The WeCare project has made important contributions to advance the scientific understanding
of (1) climate effects of aviation and (2) the effects of changes of the air traffic system on aviation’s
contribution to climate change. We used measurements and models to describe ice particle size
distribution of younger and aged contrails, a distribution of geometric size of contrails, the impact
of aircraft type on contrail properties, and the interaction of contrails with natural cirrus. We showed
that the impact of NOx on ozone varies depending on where within a weather pattern it is emitted,
because this controls the transport pathway. These results in combination with results on the effects
of aerosol emissions on low cloud properties give a revised view on the total RF of aviation.
We assessed the climate impact of various technological and operational options and showed
that a strut-braced wing aircraft with an open rotor has the potential to significantly reduce the
climate impact, whereas intermediate stop operations, which have the potential to significantly reduce
fuel consumption, will have an increased climate impact, since non-CO2 effects compensate the
reduced warming from CO2 savings, if these operations are optimized for fuel use. Either a redesign
of the aircraft or adapted aircraft trajectories would be necessary to achieve a lowered climate impact
with ISO. Avoiding climate sensitive regions has a large potential in reducing climate impacts at
relatively low costs. Full 3D optimization has a much better eco-efficiency than only lateral re-routings.
The implementation of such operational measures requires, however, many more considerations, such
as: is weather prediction accurate enough, how can we deal with uncertainties, e.g., in prognosing
lifetimes and properties of contrails, is air traffic control in denser air traffic regions allowing for climate
reduced trajectories, or what political and macro-economic framework is suited? Non-CO2 effects
are not considered in international agreements. We showed that if market-based measures were in
place, which include these non-CO2 effects, climate-optimal routing would be fostered. A measure that
may be implemented on a more regional basis is closing air spaces which are very climate-sensitive.
Although less effective than a free optimization, it still has a significant potential to reduce the climate
impact of aviation.
We indicated that there are several open questions which require more research. One of them is
the investigation of the aerosol-cloud feedbacks and alterations by aviation. An important point is
the characterization of cruise particle emissions. Within WeCare we started a measurement campaign
to characterize the particulate emissions in exhausts of aircraft engines, especially for new generation
engines. This work is on-going and will be reported elsewhere. Here, we have concentrated on the
impact of aviation aerosols on properties of low clouds. The impact of emitted soot particles on
cirrus is an open issue and has potentially a large climate impact. There are new insights in other
aviation related atmospheric processes available, making it seem appropriate to revise the overall
climate impact of aviation, including estimates of the level of scientific understanding and including
uncertainty ranges. The latter are important and should more rigorously be used in studies on the
climate impact of mitigation options, providing uncertainty ranges and thereby giving more robust
support in decision making. We showed that individual measures for mitigating the climate impact of
aviation are hardly comparable since the framing conditions are very different. Therefore a roadmap
would be required aiming at advising decision makers on time frames, requirements, and challenges
for implementing measures.
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